
NOCTURNAL FLIGHT CALLS OF MIGRATING THRUSHES

Bill Evans. 1990. Sound Tracker, P.O. Box 46, Mecklenburg, NY 14863.
Forty-eight minute cassette with liner notes. $10.00 postpaid.

Bill Evans' cassette opens up a whole new world for average birders by giving
us an excellent tutorial on how to identify five common species of North American
thrush by their nocturnal flight call-notes. Side A begins with short sequences of
the nocturnal flight notes of Gray-cheeked Thrush, each preceded by an identifying
announcement. This summary, located right at the beginning of the tape, is obvi-
ously designed for use in the field, as we struggle to associate the squeaks and chips
we hear in the pre-dawn spring of fall sky with the tutorial on the tape.

The summary is followed by the tutorial proper. Evans goes over each species
in turn, giving several long cuts of their nocturnal flight calls. The then compares
the nocturnal calls to the species; diurnal calls, and contrasts each species with the
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other thrush species that you might confuse it with. Side A finishes with a brief
discussion of other calls that you might confuse with nocturnal thrush calls, such
as the call of the Bobolink, giving cuts of those calls. Evans even admits that
there are some calls he cannot yet identify, and gives examples of them. Finally
Side A ends with three practice sequences,which mix and match various species'
calls. (Answers are given on the cassette's liner notes.)

Side B consists of four long cuts, unedited, from nocturnal recording sessions.
You hear thrush notes against typical night sound backgrounds—insect noises,
owls, cows lowing, distant trains and airplanes. In each case the thrush notes are
faint at first, then gradually increase in volume as the birds descend from migration
at dawn. You find yourself saying, "Hey, there's a Gray-cheek", or, if you listen
from a comfortable couch, you fall fast asleep. In either case the effect is fantas-
tic.—Robin Carter.
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